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Abstract 
An announcement by Lidskii, (B.V. Lidskii, Functional Anal. Appl. 10 (1982) 7677 
(Russian), 139-140 (English)), claimed to establish the explicit description of the spec- 
trum of a Hermitian matrix sum in the form conjectured by Horn (A. Horn, Pacific 
J. Math. 16 (1962) 225-241), but no supporting proof has been published. This paper 
begins an analysis of the claim, and is the first step towards bridging the distance be- 
tween the elementary methods of Horn’s (1962) paper and the partial solution of the 
same problem using noncommutative harmonic analysis by Dooley et al. (I. Dooley, 
R. Repka, N. Wildberger, Lin. Mult. Alg. 36 (1993) 79-102). The methods of Horn/Lid- 
skii lead to combinatorial issues of independent interest. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let A and B be two n x n Hermitian matrices with prescribed spectra and 
ask what is the allowable spectrum for C = A + B? This question is sometimes 
referred to as the spectral problem for a Hermitian matrix sum. It has a long 
history which is discussed in Section 1.2. Among all published results, the 
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1962 paper [13] of Alfred Horn is the most important one. In it, Horn conjec- 
tured that the allowable spectra for C form a convex polyhedron which can be 
described explicitly by linear inequalities determined by triples of sequences 
which Horn defined in a recursive manner. The exact statement of Horn’s con- 
jecture is given in Section 1.1. In 1982, Lidskii published a brief announcement 
which asserts that Horn’s conjecture is true. He stated five lemmas (from which 
Horn’s conjecture does follow), but no proofs have appeared to support the 
lemmas. In Section 2.1, we will provide proofs for Lidskii’s first three lemmas. 
The unfinished part of our outline in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 is based on the ele- 
mentary combinatorial methods introduced by Horn [ 131. In Section 3, we will 
discuss various related problems and results. 
This paper is dedicated by the first two authors to the third author Robert 
C. Thompson. He introduced them to the beautiful ideas discussed here and 
contributed greatly to this manuscript, but he died before it was finished. 
The conjecture of Horn, which is the subject of this paper, fascinated Thompson 
throughout his career and motivated many of his investigations. 
1.1. Horn’s conjecture 
Let Z be the set of n x n Hermitian matrices, which can be identified with n2 
dimensional real space. Let 3 be the set of real n-vectors x such that 
xi 3 ... 3x,. For X E 2, define /1(X) = [11(X), ,&(X)1, where 
n,(x) 2 ... 3 A,(X) are the eigenvalues of X. Thus the function /1 maps X 
continuously onto Q. For A,B E Z, define the sum of the unitary orbits of 
A and B as 
&(A, B) = { UAU* + VBV*: U and V are unitary matrices} 
and define the spectral set as 
E(A,B) = 4d(A,B)) 
Then 8 is a subset of {X E 2: tr(X) = tr(A) + tr(B)}, a real n2 - 1 dimension- 
al affine hyperplane (or flat) in X, and E is a subset of 
{x E [w”: Cbl xi = tr(A) + tr(B)}, a real n - 1 dimensional affine hyperplane. 
Note that E is the set of allowable spectra, and the spectral problem for a 
Hermitian matrix sum is to describe E explicitly. 
In order to state Horn’s conjecture precisely, we need more definitions and 
notation. First we define the triples of sequences mentioned earlier. Define a 
triple v,g, h) of sequences f = cfi, . . ,fm), g = (gt , . . . ,g,), h = (hi,. . , h,), 
each comprising strictly increasing integers in [l, n], to be a consistent triple 
of length m if: 
Whenm = l,f, +gi = hl + 1, 
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Whenm > 1, 
j-1 +...+f,+g1 +...+g, =h, +...+h,+ 
m(m+ 1) 
2  ) 
k(k + 1) 
f,, + . + f, + g,, + . . . + gqk < h,, + . . + h, + 2 
for consistent triples (p, q, r) of length k with entries in [l, m], for 
k = 1, , m - 1. This definition was formulated by Horn [13], and Lidskii 
[20] gave the name consistent to such triples of sequences. Horn used the nota- 
tion T; for the set of consistent triples of length m with entries in [ 1, n]. 
For uI > 2 cc, and /I, B . . > /?,,, define the consistent polyhedron as 
%(a,B) = x E Q: exi = Eli + epi and 
i=l i=l i=l 
Clearly %?(Ix, b) is a convex polyhedron because it is the intersection of half- 
spaces. 
Horn’s Conjecture (Version I>. Let A and B be two n x IZ Hermitian matrices 
with prescribed spectra c(r 2 . . . 2 cc, and /I, > . . . 2 fi,, respectively. Then 
E(A,B) = @a, 8). 
Equivalently Horn’s conjecture can be restated as follows. 
Horn’s Conjecture (Version ZZ). Given real vectors c( = [MI,. . . , ~(~1, /? = 
LB, 3 .. . , B,l, and Y = [YI , . . . , y,J with weakly decreasing components, necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of n x n Hermitian matrices A, B, 
C = A + B with the components of c(, p, y as spectra, respectively, are the 
consistent inequalities, 
e:Yh, G 2% + -&$,, 
l=l i=l t=l 
for v,g, h) E Z$ for m = 1,. . . , n, with equality when m = n. 
1.2. Historical background 
The spectral problem for a Hermitian matrix sum was studied by Lie group 
representation methods by Berezin and Gel’fand [3], and by elementary meth- 
ods by Lidskii [21], who proved the inequalities now known as Lidskii’s in- 
equalities (see below), and which apparently were first conjectured by 
Gel’fand and Naimark [7] on the basis of group representation theory. The 
problem was further studied by Wielandt [54], who gave a different proof of 
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Lidksii’s results, a proof easier to understand than Lidskii’s owing to a lack of 
detail in Lidksii’s announcement. Wielandt’s proof used an extremal principle 
for eigenvalues that he invented, and which depended on looking at certain 
subspaces. 
The problem was then taken up by Amir-Moez, a student of Horn, and then 
by Horn himself. Amir-Moez [l] used subspace methods to establish a rather 
complicated class of inequalities for the spectrum of a Hermitian matrix 
sum. Then, in an important and very insightful paper [13], Horn formulated 
his now celebrated conjecture. His approach to the conjecture was in part 
based on: (i) a device of Lidskii in which an analysis of the Jacobian and 
Hessian matrices of a perturbation of C = A + B forces a simultaneous direct sum 
splitting of A, B, C and yields some information about the eigenvalues of the 
blocks in the direct summands, when the spectrum of C is at the boundary 
of its allowable set; and (ii) a clever use of interlacing (for the spectrum of a 
principal submatrix of a Hermitian matrix relative to the full matrix) to estab- 
lish numerous spectral inequalities for A, B, C = A + B. The two parts then 
combine in a skillful argument requiring a lot of combinatorial underpinning 
to solve the spectral problem for a Hermitian matrix sum. However, the inter- 
lacing technique ran into severe combinatorial difficulties, which combined 
with equally severe combinatorial difficulties in the final part permitted Horn 
to prove his conjecture only in low dimensions. 
The problem was further studied by Zwahlen [57], who reproved some of 
Horn’s results using a new eigenvalue extremal principle that he and Hersch 
had discovered [l 11. This method requires the construction of a certain sub- 
space. However, Zwahlen also ran into severe difficulties, partly combinatorial, 
but also partly because the required subspace could not be proved to exist. 
Nonetheless, Hersch and Zwahlen were able to use their extremal principle plus 
a delicate construction of a subspace to establish a new but still intricate class 
of inequalities. 
A bit later, Smiley [36] gave a proof of the Amir-Moez and Hersch-Zwahlen 
families of inequalities based on interlacing, not on the subspace methods heavily 
present in the Wielandt, Amir-Moez, and Zwahlen treatments. 
The next person to investigate the spectrum of a Hermitian matrix sum was 
Thompson [3942], who discovered that the Hersch-Zwahlen class of inequal- 
ities was everywhere as sharp or sharper than that of Amir-Moez, and also dis- 
covered that the very complicated Hersch-Zwahlen inequalities are equivalent 
to the following very simple inequalities, now called the standard inequalities 
for the spectrum of a sum of Hermitian matrices. Select two strictly increasing 
sequences of integers O<il <...<i,,,<n, O<jl <...<j,,,<n, and set 
k,=i,+jr-t,fort=l,... , m. The standard inequality is that 
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The Lidskii inequalities are two special cases, one being ii = 1, . . . , i, = m, and 
the other ji = l,..., j, = m, and the well known Weyl inequalities [53] 
Y,+~_, < cli + fl, is another. Thompson showed that the Hersch-Zwahlen in- 
equalities are just the standard inequalities with the indices structured so that 
the i, and j, indices are expressed in terms of the kt indices (this expression is not 
unique). Thompson also discovered the reason for one of the difficulties in 
Zwahlen’s subspace method: the subspace he needed did not exist for vector 
spaces over the real numbers, but did exist over complex spaces. Thus algebraic 
closure plays a role in the subspace method of studying spectral inequalities, 
which it had not in previous treatments. More important, Thompson noticed 
that the extremal principle invented by Hersch and Zwahlen was perfectly 
adapted to the calculus of subspaces known as the Schubert calculus. This dis- 
covery, somewhat discouraging since the study of the Schubert calculus is 
Hilbert’s fifteenth problem, clearly pointed to a deep and powerful approach to 
spectral inequalities for Hermitian matrices. See [12] for a description of the 
Schubert calculus. 
The problem of using the Schubert calculus to prove Horn’s conjecture was 
taken up by Thompson’s student Steve Johnson [16], who made a lot of pro- 
gress, but could not complete his proof owing to a lack of proof of one lemma. 
Johnson’s work did reveal an intimate connection between the spectral prob- 
lem for a sum of Hermitian matrices and the calculus of symmetric polynomials, 
and specifically with the Littlewood-Richardson rule. This rule, in one of 
its versions, is a combinatorial description of how the product of two Schur 
symmetric polynomials is expressed as a linear combination of Schur symmetric 
polynomials. See [22] or [38]. The Schubert calculus requires algebraic closure 
since it studies the solutions of sets of polynomial equations in several vari- 
ables. The connection with the Schubert calculus is partly visible in the impor- 
tant paper of Riddell [29]. Since this paper does not discuss the spectral 
problem for a Hermitian matrix sum (although it discusses in some detail 
the Wielandt extremal principle), we omit further description of it here. The 
Schubert calculus method has recently been revived by Helmke and Rosenthal 
[lo], responding to a research problem [50] and a survey paper [51] by Thomp- 
son. 
In 1982, Lidskii, announced a proof of Horn’s conjecture. But no proof or 
outline of proof has been published to support the announcement. The only 
details are those in [20], a list offivelemmas without discussion. From these lemmas 
it is clear that the method, in its first three lemmas, closely follows that of 
Horn, but its last two involve new ideas and seem somewhat to go back to 
ideas already hinted at in the BerezinGel’fand paper, with probably a heavy 
combinatorial supplement. 
Recently, Dooley et al. [4] have proved a major part of the Horn co njecture, 
specifically that the set E(A,B) fills a convex polyhedron. This means that a 
finite set of linear inequalities and the trace equality do describe the allowable 
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spectrum of C = A + B when the eigenvalues of Hermitian A and B are known. 
However their proof does not provide equations for the hyperplanes that con- 
tain the polyhedron faces. The Dooley et al. method is a relatively direct appli- 
cation of a theorem of Guillimen et al. [8,9,18] (see also [2]) in noncommutative 
harmonic analysis on the convexity of a moment map. This method, while 
powerful and certainly applicable to a number of other linear algebra ques- 
tions, requires substantial background knowledge to understand. 
Another recent approach, elegant but sophisticated, by Friedland [6], at- 
tempts to use real algebraic geometry to prove that the set E(A, B) fills a convex 
polyhedron. At the present time his argument is incomplete in a major detail. It 
deserves renewed attention since it brings quite another perspective to the spec- 
tral problem for a Hermitian matrix sum. 
The Lidskii-Horn method, on the other hand, employs only elementary 
analysis (nontrivially), but uses the analysis to thrust a large part of the argu- 
ment into a combinatorial setting that leads to several open questions. Since 
the publication of [13], it has been realized that the natural setting for this 
combinatorics is the representation theory of the symmetric group, that is, 
Young tableaux combinatorics. 
The spectral problem for a sum of Hermitian matrices is indeed intricate, 
but the intricacies are quite different from those visible in the early literature, 
for example, in [1,11,36,54]. The intricacies are those belonging to the Little- 
wood-Richardson rule [19,22,38], another description of which is how the ten- 
sor product of irreducible representations of the symmetric or other classical 
group decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations [5]. This di- 
rection of thinking was already present in the Berezin-Gel’fand paper [3], a 
paper surprisingly not much referenced by later authors. 
The present authors hope that the Lidskii-Horn method will be brought to 
completion. The combinatorial questions it raises are themselves of consider- 
able interest. Thus the purpose of this paper is to provide proofs of the first 
three lemmas of [20], and to outline a strategy for completing the full proof 
of Horn’s conjecture. Consequently this paper contains only a little that is 
new, and is just our presentation of certain facts that we have obtained from 
a study of the literature. It is very strongly based on the Horn paper [13], with 
modifications suggested by [20]. The combinatorial aspects in Section 2.2 are 
largely based on the last section of [13] supplemented with our own observa- 
tions. We also hope that our largely expository discussion will be the start of 
a program to link [4,13,20] more explicitly. 
2. Lidskii-Horn method 
In this section we will outline a proof of Horn’s conjecture following the 
ideas in [13,21]. The proof is not completed but all the gaps are highlighted 
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and formulated as combinatorial conjectures. Let A and B be two Hermitian 
matrices. Recall Horn’s conjecture: E(A, B) = %?(,?(A), L(B)). By continuity, it 
suffices to consider the case that both A and B have distinct eigenvalues. In Sec- 
tion 2.1 we will prove an essential part of the conjecture that, at a nonmultiple 
boundary point of E, the matrix equation C = A + B splits; the triple of se- 
quences associated with one set of blocks in the splitting determine a hyper- 
plane which contains the boundary of E near that point; and this triple 
satisfies the equality condition in the definition of consistent triple. In Sec- 
tion 2.2 we outline an approach to completing the proof that a nonmulitple 
boundary point of E lies on a consistent hyperplane. Then, in Section 2.3, 
we outline an approach to show that E c W. Both outlines make use of the 
splitting proved in Section 2.1. If this program can be completed, then Horn’s 
conjecture follows easily: for E must fill up %‘, else there would be a boundary 
point of E in the interior of %‘. 
2.1. Nonmultiple boundary points of spectral set corresponding to splitting 
In this section, we assume that A and B are fixed Hermitian matrices having 
distinct eigenvalues, x1 > ... > CI, and /Ii > . . . > /I,, respectively, and that 
C = A + B has distinct eigenvalues yi > . . > y,. We will prove three lemmas 
concerning the set E = E(A, B). These imitate the first three lemmas in [20], 
which are stated for complex matrices and perturbations. Horn proved essen- 
tially the same results in the real case [13] but his methods lift to the complex 
setting and our approach imitates his quite closely. Recall that E is a subset of 
{X E R”: C:=, xi = tr(A) + tr(B)}, a real n - 1 dimensional affine hyperplane. 
We will refer it as the trace hyperplane. Interior and boundary points of E will 
be in the topology of this hyperplane. In particular, _@’ will denote the interior 
of E in the trace hyperplane. 
Lemma 2.1.1. ZfC = diag(y,, . . . , y,,) and n(C) = [yI, . . . , y,] is a boundary point 
of E, then there exists a permutation matrix R such that RAR’ and RBR’ split as 
nontrivial direct sums with coinciding block dimensions: 
RAR’ = diag(Ai, AZ), RBR’ = diag(B, , B2). 
Proof. We follow [13]. Let Us be a unitary matrix such that UoBU; is diagonal. 
Then C = k+B, where C = U&U,C, k= &AU,‘, and B = UoBUo 
= diag(P,, . . . , &). We wish to prove that permutation matrices P and R exist 
such that P&R = diag( U,, Uz), where UI is k x k with 1 6 k < n. Then R is the 
required permutation matrix: C = A + U,*BUo implies 
R’CR=R’AR+ [; ;;]PljP’[; i2] 
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and then the diagonal form of j implies that the second term on the right-hand 
side has the form diag(B,, B2), where B1 is k x k. Since R’CR is diagonal, be- 
cause C is, it follows that R’AR is also block diagonal, R’AR = diag(Ar , A*), 
whereA, iskxk. 
Now we will prove that U, can be split by suitable permutation matrices P 
and R. Let the columns of UO be wI ~ w2, . . . , w,, and observe that these are unit 
eigenvectors of C, since CU, = UOC with C diagonal and U0 unitary. 
Let A4 = [t, + hM] be a skew Hermitian n x n matrix, so that M = T + is, 
where T is real skew symmetric and S real symmetric. Note that M has exactly 
n2 real parameters, namely t,(p < q) and sM(p < q). A matrix with complex en- 
tries dependent on these n2 parameters is said to be differentiable if the real and 
complex parts of its entries are differentiable functions of the real variables tw 
and sW. 
Let 
H(M) = k + e”BemM 
Because M is skew Hermitian, eM is unitary with inverse emM. Thus H(M) is a 
Hermitian matrix with H(0) = C. Let [A,, . . , A,] = A(H(M)). Because the en- 
tries of H(M) are differentiable functions of the entries of M, and because 
H(M) has distinct eigenvalues when M is near 0, the eigenvalues Jei of H(M) 
are differentiable real valued functions of the real variables tw (JJ < q) and sw 
(p < q) near zero, specializing to the eigenvalues yi of C at zero. Therefore there 
are differentiable orthonormal eigenvectors XI, . ,x, of H(M) for A4 near zero 
that specialize for M = 0 to the eigenvectors ~1, . . , w, of C. Indeed, xi may be 
taken to be a nonzero column of the adjugate of 2J - H(M) normalized to be a 
unit vector. See also the Kato book [17]. 
Observe that 
(A + e”BemM)xk = 2,x,. 
Taking derivatives with respect to tw or sw, using W to denote such a derivative, 
we get 
(A + e”Be-M)Wxk + (A + e”BemM)$ = Apxk + /lk~. 
Computing the inner product with xk, under the inner product given by 
(v, w) = w*v for column vectors u and w, we get 
A? + Ak($jxk) = ((A+ e”iepM)f,xk) + ((e”Be-M)WXk,Xk). 
Since the matrices are Hermitian, we obtain 
8,? + Ak($,xk) = nk($,xk) + ((e”be-M)Wxk,xk). 
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Hence 
Calculating d(e”I?e-“)/dt, at M = 0, for p < q, we get 
T,i - LiT, = -(& - py)Sw, 
where T, is the skew symmetric matrix with all elements zero except for a 1 in 
position (p, q) and -1 in position (q,p), and where S, is the symmetric matrix 
with a 1 in positions (p, q), (q,p), and zero elements elsewhere. Thus, at M = 0, 
d& 
- = -(& - Bqhpkp + WkpWkq), d 49 
where W@ is the 9th coordinate of wk. Next, calculate d(e”iemM)/ds, at A4 = 0, 
to get 
i(S,B - &,) = -i(& - pq)Tw, 
Hence, at A4 = 0, d&Ids, = 0 if p = q, and for p < q, 
Now consider the map f : M + l(H(M)) from real n2 space into the (PI - 1) 
dimensional hyperplane in real n space with the equation 
CIxi = tr(A) + tr(B). The Jacobian matrix of this map at zero is the n x n2 
matrix 
Jr= . . . . 2 ,..., 2 ,..., 0 1 , 
w w 
wherek= l,... , n, 1 <p < q < n, and there are n trailing zero columns if the 
variables sPP are taken last. This matrix has the form 
[ . ..> wkq+kp + wkp%q, . . . , wkqwk,, - wk,,*kq, . . . ,014 
where A = diag(. . , p, - /lpp, . . . , i(/?, - BP), . . . , 1, . . . , 1). Because the eigenval- 
ues /?, are distinct, Jr has the same rank as 
[. . > wkqwkp +  wkp@kq, , 
_ 
wkqwkp - Wkpwkq, . . , 1 
which in turn has the same rank as 
D = [. . , wkq”kp, . . . , wkp*kq, . . . 11 
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wherein 1 <p < q < n. This matrix has shape n x (n’ - n). Since Jr is the Jaco- 
bian matrix of a map from dimension n2 to dimension n - 1, its rank is at most 
n - 1. If it were n - 1, then f would map onto a neighborhood of y, and there- 
fore y would be an interior point of E, which it is not, by hypothesis. Hence J, 
and therefore D must have rank at most n - 2. 
Now D has the same rank as DI = DD’. Let F be the doubly stochastic n x n 
matrix [lwk]‘]. The (k,m) entry of DI +FF’ is 
Therefore D1 = I - l!F’. Since the rank of D1 is at most n - 2, by the Perron- 
Frobenius theory, the n x n nonnegative matrix l!F’ must have 1 as a root with 
multiplicity at least two, hence I?” is reducible. This means that a permutation 
matrix P exists such that Pm’P’ = diag(Fi, F2), where F, is k x k for some k, 
l<k<n. 
Partition PW’ so that G is k x k 
Pm’ = 
GH 
[ 1 J K’ 
Then (PFP’)(P1;73’)’ = diag(Fi, F2) implies GJ’ + HK’ = 0. Hence GJ’ = 0, 
HK’ = 0, since the entries are nonnegative. A nonzero column in G thus forces 
a zero column in J, and similarly for H and K. Therefore, a permutation matrix 
R exists such that 
where Q, is k x k. Since the entries of F are the moduli squared of the entries of 
UO, the proof of Lemma 1 is completed. 0 
An argument to be found in [24] permits the Perron-Frobenius theorem to 
be avoided in this proof. Additional facts related to [24] appear in [27]. 
For Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 we continue to follow [13], now adopting the 
following notation. As above C = A + B with diagonal C having spectrum y 
on the boundary of E, and we continue to assume that A, B, C have distinct 
eigenvalues. After a permutation similarity and a block diagonal unitary sim- 
ilarity, by Lemma 2.1.1 we may assume that A, B, C split as direct sums: 
[‘o’ :*I = [“o’ A91 + [“o’ j21> 
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where A i and AZ are diagonal and now B and C are only block diagonal. Let the 
eigenvalues of A,, B1, CI (some of the ai, some of the pi, some of the yJ be in- 
dexed by subscripts fi < . . < fk, gl < . . . < gk, h, < . . . < hk, respectively, 
where A,, B,, and Ci are k x k. Also, let the eigenvalues of AZ, BZ, C, be indexed 
by subscripts fk+l < . . < fn, gk+l < . . < g,, and hk+, < . . . -c h,. Associated 
with this boundary point y are two hyperplanes with equations 
r=k+l i=k+ 1 i=k+l 
We call each of these hyperplanes a splitting hyperplane. Each contains the 
boundary point y and both are defined by a splitting of C = A + B (after a per- 
mutation similarity) as described above, where the indices on the variables x, 
are determined by the indices on the eigenvalues of Ci and C2, and the indices 
on the eigenvalues in the components of the A and B splittings determine the 
right-hand sides in the hyperplane equations. If, by chance, there is more than 
one direct sum splitting of C = A + B (after permutation similarities), then to 
each direct sum splitting a pair of splitting hyperplanes is associated. Possibly 
two splittings yield splitting hyperplanes geometrically the same: this happens 
when the block Ci in each splitting has the same eigenvalues, and the eigenval- 
ues in the blocks A, and B1 in the two splittings are such that tr(A,) + tr(B,) is 
the same for both. 
To prove the next two lemmas we again invoke a perturbation, but this 
time adapted to the block diagonal structure associated with a splitting hyper- 
plane. 
Let 9 be the complex linear space of k x (n - k) matrix pairs (M,N) satis- 
fying 
MAI-A,M+NB;!--B,N=O. (1) 
This is a system of linear equations in 2k(n - k) complex variables. In order to 
write it in the familiar vector-matrix form concatenate the components of a 
matrix X as a long row r(X). Taking the Kronecker product IZ of a pair of ma- 
trices R and S to be R @ S = [riiS], with Tijs,, in position ((i, u), (j, o)), the sys- 
tem (1) can be written as 
r(M)[Z@AA2-A;@Z]+r(N)[Z@B:!-B;@Z]=O. 
Because the term I @ A2 - A{ @ I is square and nonsingular, as its eigenvalues 
are Ai - Lj(Al) and blocks Al, A2 do not have a common eigenvalue, the en- 
tries of Y(M), that is, the entries of M, are fully determined by those of N, and 
the latter are free. Thus the complex dimension of g is k(n - k). We may 
choose a k x (n - k) complex matrix T, and then have 
r(M) = -r(T)(Z @ B2 - B’, @ Z)(Z @ A2 -A: c~Z)~‘, r(N) = r(T), 
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as parametric equations for the pairs of matrices M, N satisfying (1). Thus M 
and N are parameterized by the 2k(n - k) real variables appearing as the real 
and imaginary parts of the entries of T. 
For matrix pairs (M,N) in 9, and near zero, we let A! and A’” be the skew 
Hermitian matrices 
which are thus parameterized by the 2k(n - k) real variables in T. Perturb the 
equation C = A + B as 
e.@Ae~.” + e’.Be-,‘” = C(T). 
For T = 0 the matrix C(T)IrzO = C has distinct eigenvalues. For T near zero it 
therefore has distinct eigenvalues and associated orthonormal eigenvectors that 
are differentiable functions of the 2k(n - k) real parameters in T. 
Let us index the variables in T = [t, + is,] by pairs (p,q) with 
1 <p < k < q < n. This indexing is natural since T = N and 
The tw and the sw are independent real variables. 
Let the eigenvalues of C(T) be written as Ai = 3L;(C(T)), with associated or- 
thonormal eigenvectors x, = x!(C( T)). For T = 0 these specialize, respectively, 
toY,=~I(T(O))andwi=x,(T(O)).(Thus1/,,...,~,andw,,...,w,nowdenote 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C.) Let 
cr( T) = A, + + Ahi. 
so that a(O) is the trace of the top k x k block in C(0) = C. 
Let the superscript pq denote the derivative relative to tw or sw. In the 
following lemma, the Jacobian matrix of i,(T) = [L,(T), . . . , 3Ln(T)] and the 
Hessian matrix of o(T) are computed with respect to the full variable sets tw 
and sw. These matrices therefore acquire a block structure once an order is given 
to the tw and sw variables. The Jacobian has il rows and 2k(n - k) columns, 
and the Hessian has 2k(n - k) rows and columns. 
Lemma 2.1.2. (i) The Jacobian matrix 
of 1, at T = 0 is zero. 
(ii) The Hessian matrix 
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of o at T = 0 is invertible. Letting %(A, B) denote the number of positive eigen- 
values, or index, of this Hessian matrix, then 
eir;+gi-hi)-T 
k(k + 1) 
. 
i=l 
(iii) (T has CI local maximum at T = 0 if and only if 
elt;+gi-h,) =v 
i=l 
and a local minimum at T = 0 if and only if the corresponding identity holds for 
the complementary indices. 
i:~+gi-hi)=(n-k)(n2-k+1). 
f=k+l 
Proof. (i) First we show that 
C(T)wj,=, = ((e.Ae--K)P4 + (e-‘eBe-.“)W) IrEO = 0. 
For 
C(T)wI,=, = 4FA - AJP” + JP’B - BJF, 
where AI’M is the derivative of A! relative to the variable used. However, 
(4 
and similarly for MM. Because we are differentiating with respect to a real vari- 
Using the block parti- able, the commuting of * and differentiation is justified. 
tioning of A and B, we get 
C(T)W = 
[ 
0 MMA2 - AIMW 
-Mm*A, + A2Mm* 0 I 
0 NmB2 - B,Nm 
+ 
[ -Nm*B, + B2Nm* 1 0 .
However, owing to the definition Eq. (l), 
MWA2 - A,MW + NmB2 - B,NN = 0. 
This proves Eq. (2). 
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Next observe that C(T)X; = ;li(T)Xi, SO that 
C(T)wXi + C(r)fl = 17X1 + Itiq. 
Taking the inner product with x,, we get 
(C(T)WXi,Xj) + (C(r).$r,Xj) = It? + ii($,Xi). 
Since (C( r)F, xi) = (e, C( T)Xi) = ni(e, Xi), the last equation simplifies to 
A? = (C(T)WXi,Xi). (3) 
Evaluating at T = 0 and using Eq. (2), we get AyIr=,, = 0. Thus the Jacobian 
matrix 
[. . ) aAi(T)/atm,. . . , aA;(T)/a~w,. . .] 
at T = 0 is zero. 
(ii) We now calculate the Hessian matrix of the function a(T) at T = 0. Let 
1 <p < k < q < n, 1 < u < k < v < n. Continue to let superscripts pq and uv de- 
note derivatives relative to tw or sw, and t,, or sUU, respectively, as context in- 
dicates. 
From Eq. (3), we obtain 
Af”,“” = (C(T) w’UUXi,Xi) + (C(T)wX~“,Xi) + (C(T)WXi,Xy). 
Hence at T = 0, by Eq. (2), 
$+U”Ir=O = (C(T)W.U”~i,~,)IT=,,. (4) 
and 
(e*KAe-~M)“‘““I,=, = &+%““A _ AAW”” _ AWAJf’c _ &u”/,dW 
+; (.~2’~,“~’ + h?‘<,&‘m)A + ;A(.&Wur + &‘“u4P) 
[ 
0 MPL”“A 2 1 [ 0 A,Mw+” -M*WWA 0 - _A2MTW 0 1 
[ MmA2WUC 0 M”‘A2M*m 0 + + 0 M’mAIMU1’ 1 [ 0 M*“‘AIM~ 1 1 (Mm,.“’ + M”“M’m)A, 
-4 
0 
2 0 @PM”” + M*““Mm)A2 1 1 
--[ 
A, (M~Wuu + M”“M*M) 0 
2 0 1 A2(wP7M”’ + M*““MPT (9 
A similar expression holds when & is replaced by _&“, with B in place of A. 
Since JV~,” = 0, whence &‘“,“” = 0 b y virtue of Eq. (l), we may drop the first 
pair of matrices displayed in Eq. (5). Now from Eq. (4) 
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= $J{(e”Ae-“)“~““~,, + (e”‘ Be--Y)w’U”IT=O}wh,,wh,). 
We used here the fact that at T = 0 the xh,, m = 1, . . , k, become wh,. There- 
fore these latter vectors have their nonzero components only in the top k posi- 
tions. This means that to compute a pq, uu term of the Hessian of c(T) at T = 0 
we take the trace of the top blocks in the three last matrices in Eq. (5) (and in 
the corresponding matrices with N and B in place of A4 and A), then add the 
two traces. Thus, if we define 
z(M, Al, AZ) = tr{MWA2MtUv + M”“A2M*m - i(MmM*uC 
+ M”“WW)A, - $4 1 (M,M*~” + W”M”M)}) 
then 
~~+“jr=~ = r(M, A,,Az) + z(N, B,, Bz). 
Because tr(IX) = tr(XY) when the dimensions are compatible, 
z(M, Al, AZ) = tr{ (W““M~ + M*mM”“)A2 
- (Mm,*‘” + M”“M*P4)A1}, 
(6) 
and r(N, B1, B2) can be written similarly. Thus the sum of 7(M, Al ,Az) and 
z(N,Bl,Bz) at T = 0 is 
tr({N*NB, - NN’B, + WMA2 - MM*AI}W’U”IT=O)r 
using M(0) = 0, N(0) = 0. 
Now we calculate each entry c+~“I~=~ of the Hessian matrix and then calcu- 
late the index of that matrix, index denoting the number of positive eigenval- 
ues. 
Label the rows and columns of B1 by 1 through k and those of B2 by k + 1 
through n. Also, label the rows and columns of M and N as with T, the rows by 
1 through k and the columns by k + 1 through n. 
First, we calculate r(N, BI, BI). Differentiating with respect to tw and tUO, we 
get: -NmN*““BI has a single possibly nonzero row, row p, and this row is 
- [&I, . . 1 hk14p~. 
-N”“N*mB1 has a single possibly nonzero row, row u, and this row is 
- [b,,, , . . . , bp#vq. 
W”“NmB2 has a single possibly nonzero row, row u, and this row is 
[bq,k+, , . , h&Lp. 
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WmN”“B2 has a single possibly nonzero row, row q, and this row is 
Lb o,k+l , . . . > bun] 6, 
Sum the diagonal elements to get, when differentiation is relative to tw and t,,, 
z(N, BI, &) = (h,, + &J&u - (b, + b,)~,,. 
This is the ((p, q), (u, u)) entry of the matrix 
I@ (B2 + B;) - (B, + B;) ~3 I. 
If we do the same calculation with respect to sw and s,,, rather than tw, t,,, 
we get the same result, since differentiating with respect to .sw produces a fac- 
tor i, but every expression has a * on one side and not on the other, so we 
obtain a factor i times a factor i*, and this gives one. So the result is the same 
matrix: 
Z ~3 (B2 + B;) - (B, + B:) ~3 1. 
If we do the calculation with respect to tw and sUU, the result is not the same: 
-N~N*““BI has a single possibly nonzero row, row p, and this row is 
i[b,i, . . . , h&&- 
-N”“N’WB, has a single possibly nonzero row, row u, and this row is 
- $+,I, . . . , bpk]bq. 
N’““NmB2 has a single possibly nonzero row, row u, and this row is 
- i[&k+i, . . . > hpl~,. 
WmN”“B2 has a single possibly nonzero row, row q, and this row is 
i[bo,k+i, . . , ~,nl&u. 
Thus when using tw and s,,, 
r(N, Bi, B2) = i(b,, - bqv)&, + i(b, - b,)6,,. 
This is the ((p, q), (u, 0)) entry of 
i{Z @ (B: - B2) + (B: - BI) 63 Z}. 
If we do the calculation with respect to sw and t,,, everything is the same, 
except that the factor i is replaced by -i, and thus we get the matrix 
- i{Z @ (Bi - B2) + (B: - BI) CC Z}. 
The contribution to the Hessian matrix at 0 arising from the z(N, B, , B2) entries 
(see Eq. (6)) is therefore 
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r@((B*+B:)-(B1+B:)m i{l @ (B: - 82) + (B’, - BI) 8 I} 
i{Z @ (Bz - Bi) + (BI - Bf) @Z} 1 Z@(Bz+B;)-(B,+B:)@Z ’ (7) 
Now we will calculate the M, A constituent. Let 12, > . > iik and 
c&+t > .. > in denote the eigenvalues, that is, the diagonal elements, of A, 
and AZ. So &i equals ah where al > . . . > CY, are the eigenvalues of A. 
Let Mjj and Iv, denote the i, j entries of M and N. From Eq. (1) and because 
Al and A2 are diagonal and the Cli are distinct, we have 
1 
Mi, = _ 
@, - a, 
- ebi,Nmj + 2 Ni,bmi 
m=l m=k+l 
Taking the derivative with respect to tw or sw yields: 
Then 
because each Cci s real and hip = bpi and 6qj = bjq since A and B are Hermitian. 
Now calculate the (j,j) entry of (W”“Mm + M*WA4”“)A2 to see that 
tr(M*““MW + II~*~M”“)A~ = FI ~~j(~,~~~ + Z~M,~). 
j=k+li=l 
Similarly we get 
- tr(MWM*“” + M”“hF)A, = -9 2 Ei(M~~,’ + A4,;‘PT). 
i=l j=k+l 
Adding these traces gives the ((p, q), (u, II)) entry for the Hessian belonging to 
the M, A constituent 
When the variable is tw, NE = 8: = 1, hence 
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Thus, when the variables are tw and t,,, z(M,Al,A2) equals 
+ (-bpdjq + 6pibjq)(-biu6p + 6uiboj)) 
and this is the ((p, q), (u, u)) entry of 
KI = (I’.%& -B; @I)(-A, @Z+Z@A2)p’(Z@B2 -B; @I) 
+{(Z@Bz -B’, @I)(-A, @Z+Z@A2)-‘(Z@B2 -B; @Z)}’ 
(9) 
When the variable is six/, then N; = i and fig = -i, hence using variables sp! 
and s,, gives the same values for Mr?i&y and %?yMLy. Thus the matrix ob- 
tained is again K,. 
When the variables are tw and suv, then A4r;i;ily has a coefficient -i and 
a$rMI;! has a coefficient i, and instead of Eq. (9) we obtain 
-{-W,Sjq + 6pLbq,)(-b,,6j, + duibj,) 
+ i( -bpJjjq + hpibjq) (-bi,dj, + 6,ib,)}. 




Finally, calculating with sw and t,, yields Ki. Therefore we have shown that the 
contribution of the M, A constituent to the Hessian with entries [~~~~~]]r=~ is 
KI K2 
[ 1 K; K, ’ (11) 
Now let H=Z@B2-B’,@Z and D=(-A~@Z+Z@A2)p’. Then from 
Eqs. (7) and (11) we have 
HDH + H’DH’ i(-HDH + H’DH’) . i(-H’DH’ + HDH) HDH + H’DH’ 1
Since H and D are Hermitian, both terms here are Hermitian. We wish to cal- 
culate the index, %(A, B), of this matrix. 
The eigenvalues are unchanged by a similarity, and when 




i(-F’ + F) 
whatever matrix F is. Therefore, the index we seek is the index of 
which equals 2Index(H + HDH). 
Observe that H is invertible because the eigenvalues of B are distinct, and it 
is Hermitian because B2 and B{ are. Thus Index(HGH) = Index(G) for any 
Hermitian matrix G, by Sylvester’s Law of Inertia. 
Hence Index(H + HDH) = Index{H(H-’ + D)H} = Index(H-’ + D). Since 
H + D-’ = I @ C2 - Ci @I, and the eigenvalues of C are distinct, H + D-’ is 
invertible. This implies that the Hessian matrix [a*+“] 1 TEO is nonsingular, since 
(H-’ + D) = H-‘(H + D-‘)D. Since 
[;’ _;I[; ;‘] [; “;] = [“‘R’ H-:+D]- 
we get 
Index(H-’ + D) = Index(H) + Index(D-‘) - Index(H + D-‘) 
= Index(Z @ B2 - B: 6~ I) + Index( --A: @ Z + I @ AZ) 
- Index(Z @ C, - Cl @ I). 
Now the number of positive eigenvalues of -At @ Z + Z @ A2 equals the number 
of negative eigenvalues of A’, 81 Z - Z @AZ, and because the C(i are distinct this 
equals 
b.--_ 
k(k + 1) 
i=l 
(see [ 133). 
Similarly by diagonalizing Z @ B2 - B{ @ Z and Z @ C, - Cl @I, and using 
the distinctness of the pi and yi, we can calculate the other indices. The result 
is: 
&(A, B) = 2 Index(H-’ + D) = 2 &w. + gi - hi) - 2 
k(k + 1) . (12) 
i=l 
(iii) By (i), the Jacobian matrix [. . . , &r/at,, . . . , &J/&,, . . .] of 0 relative to 
the tw and sw is zero at T = 0. So o has a critical point at T = 0. Moreover, by 
(ii), the Hessian is invertible. Thus cr will have a local maximum if, and only if, 
the Hessian is negative definite, that is, if and only if %(A, B) = 0. This proves 
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part of (iii), and the rest of (iii) follows because the cr function associated with 
the top blocks of the splitting has a local minimum at T = 0 if and only if the 0 
function associated with the bottom blocks has a local maximum. 0 
Thus associated with a boundary point y having distinct coordinates and a 
specific splitting hyperplane through it, there is a zero Jacobian matrix and a 
Hessian matrix for which the index is computed from the blocks in the splitting 
by Eq. (12). 
The following proposition is similar to Theorem 2 of [ 131. 
Lemma 2.1.3. Suppose diagonal C = A + B where C, A and B each has distinct 
eigenvalues and suppose y = n(C) is a boundary point of E. Let P denote the 
intersection of the trace hyperplane with a hyperplane cf=, xh, = cf=, (0~1; + B,,) 
containing y determined by a splitting of A f B = C after a permutation 
similarity, as in Lemma 2.1.1. There may be more than one such intersection P 
containing y, but for at least one of them this fact holds: the associatedfunction o 
has a local maximum or local minimum at C. 
Proof. If a point y lies on a hyperplane xi Xh, = c, OLD + xi /!, determined by 
a splitting of C = A + B, then it also lies on the hyperplane determined by the 
indices complementary to the fj, gt, hi in [l, n]. These two splitting hyperplanes 
belonging to a splitting have the same intersection with the trace hyperplane. 
There are just finitely many splitting hyperplanes since there are only finitely 
many choices of the indices f;, gi, hi used to specify one of them. 
(i) Suppose first that y lies in only one intersection P of the trace hyperplane 
and hyperplane pairs determined by splittings of A, B, C. (This assumption per- 
mits the possibility that several hyperplane pairs with different f and g indices 
and the same h indices meet in the trace hyperplane in the same set P.) Then 
there is a neighborhood U of ‘/ in the trace hyperplane containing only points 
with distinct coordinates and not meeting any other set PI defined by the trace 
hyperplane and splitting hyperplanes obtained from boundary points with dis- 
tinct coordinates. Hence the only boundary points of E that lie in U must lie on P, 
by Lemma 2.1 .l. If the intersection of U with a fixed side of P contains a point 
of E, then that side of U contains only points of E. For if not there would be 
boundary points of E with distinct coordinates in U but not on any splitting 
hyperplane, and this is impossible. Therefore the intersection of U with a side 
of P, if it contains a point of E, must consist only of points of E. Hence if both 
sides of U contain points of E, then the entire neighborhood U off of P must 
contain only points of E. But E is closed, so that the intersection of U with 
P must also consist of points of E. Consequently the neighborhood U of y lies 
in E, and so y is not a boundary point. This contradiction proves that En U 
does not meet both sides of P and therefore both of the functions 0 specified 
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by any one of the splittings of C = A + B at y have definite Hessians, since 
otherwise (because the Jacobians are zero and the Hessians nonsingular) there 
would be points of E on both sides of P. 
Now suppose that a boundary point y with distinct coordinates lies on sev- 
eral distinct intersections P of splitting hyperplanes and the trace hyperplane. 
We shall show that a splitting of the diagonal matrix C = A + B exists at ?: with 
a definite Hessian. Consider two possibilities: (ii) y is a limit of a sequence of 
boundary points of E each of which is on just one intersection P of splitting 
hyperplanes with the trace hyperplane; (iii) y is not such a limit. We shall see 
that (iii) cannot occur. 
(ii) The boundary points of E converging to y may collectively lie on one or 
more intersections P of splitting hyperplanes with the trace hyperplane. There 
being only finitely many choices for P, by extracting a subsequence we may as- 
sume that y is a limit of boundary points all on one fixed intersection P of split- 
ting hyperplanes with the trace hyperplane. This P may lie in several splitting 
hyperplanes. There being only finitely many choices for the f;, g, indices to go 
with the h, indices specifying these splitting hyperplanes, by extracting a further 
subsequence we may assume that the boundary points converging to y all are 
obtained from splittings determined by a fixed set of indices f;, g,, h, for which, 
by case (i), we may assume the associated o function has a maximum at each y’, 
where $ denotes a typical one of these boundary points converging to y. Take 
Cj = Aj + Bj to be diagonal with y’ as its vector of eigenvalues, where Aj has 
eigenvalues 4, . . , c$ and Bj has eigenvalues B{, . , /3’, . Since YJ is a boundary 
point with distinct coordinates and Cj is diagonal, by Lemma 2.1.1 a permuta- 
tion matrix p/ exists such that PjAjP,!, PjBjP,!, PjCjP,: are direct sums with fixed 
block sizes, the top blocks in the direct sums having eigenvalues indexed by h, 
gi, h i= I,... , k. Because o has a maximum at y’, we have 
Cf=, 6 + gj - hi) = $k(k + 1). In order to apply Lemma 2.1.2 at y, we must 
show that diagonal C = A + B splits (after a permutation similarity) with indi- 
ces f;, gi, hi associated with one set of blocks. By extracting a subsequence we 
may assume that Pj is a fixed permutation matrix P for all j. Then 
KY/P* = diag(Cjl , Cjz), PAjP* = diag(Aji , Ajz), PBjP* = diag(Bjl, B/z). Here 
A,, = Uj, diag(“(‘r,, . . . , cCi,)U,T,, Aj2 = Uj2 diag(&+, . . . . , dfti)u;Z, 
BjI = I$ diag($, , . . , pik)q.;, Bj2 = 52 diag(flik_, , . . . , &)r; 
for certain unitary matrices Uji, U,z, b$, 42. Also C,i = diag($, . . , &), and 
similarly for C/2. By extracting subsequences, we may assume that the unitary 
matrices Uj,, Uj2, VJ1, 5.2 converge as j increases, say to U,, U2, V,, V,. Therefore 
Aj, converges to a block Al = U1 diag(olf, , . . . , ctfk)U;, and similarly Aj2, BjI, Bjz 
converge to blocks AZ, B,, B2, where B1 has eigenvalues pg,, . . . , pgk. Since y’ 
converges to y, letting j increase without limit we see that 
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PCP’ = P diag(y,, . . . , Y,)P* = diag(G, Cd 
= diag(A1,A2) + diag(Bt,&). 
This tells us that the diagonal matrix C has a splitting at y with indices A, gi, hi, 
as was true for Cj at y’. Thus, since C:=, V; + g, - hi) = ik(k + l), by Lemma 
2.1.2 the 0 function determined by the A, gi, hi has a local maximum at y. 
(iii) The various P (intersections of splitting hyperplanes with the trace 
hyperplane) that meet at y dissect a neighborhood U of y into conical regions 
(within the trace hyperplane) with hyperplane faces and vertex at y. If U is 
small enough, it has by definition of this case no boundary point of E other 
than y and boundary points on the intersection of two or more distinct sets 
P in the trace hyperplane. 
Each of these intersections has (topological) dimension at most n - 3 and 
there are only a finite number of them, so by [12] their union has dimension 
at most n - 3. Thus bd(E) n U has dimension at most n - 3, where bd denotes 
boundary. If _6? n U is nonempty, the dimension of E fl U is 12 - 1, see Theorem 
IV3, of Ref. [12], U being homeomorphic to R”-‘. Since U contains points of L?’ 
and points of the complement of the closed set E, y being a boundary point of 
E, bd(E) disconnects U. This means that the complement of bd(E) n U in U is 
the union of two disjoint, nonempty, and relatively open sets, l?’ n U and 
c(E) n U, c(E) being the complement of E, thus is not connected. But, see 
Theorem IV4, of Ref. [12], this forces bd(E) n U to have dimension n - 2, a 
contradiction implying that case (iii) cannot occur. 
To prove that l!? n U is nonempty, we prove (see [ 131) that E is the closure of 
its interior. First we show that a point y of E with distinct coordinates is a limit 
of interior points of E. This is trivial if y is an interior point, so let y be a boun- 
dary point with distinct coordinates. By Lemma 2.1 .l, when C is taken diago- 
nal, there is a splitting of C = A + B. Thus, using the top block eigenvalues, 
yh, +...+y& =“r; +...+afi +& +...+&, 
so y lies on the splitting hyperplane with equation xh, +. . . +.Q = 
qj +...+olf& +& +-+p,,. The point y may lie on several such splitting 
hyperplanes, call them Pl, P2, etc. Fix attention on one of them, P,. By Lemma 
2.1.2 there is a perturbation of C = A + B in terms of a matrix rt = T to have 
C(T,) = U(T,)*AU(T,) + V(T,)*BV(T,) = A(T,) + B(T,), say, where U(T,) and 
V(Tt ) are unitary matrices near the identity matrix for Tt near zero, for which 
the function o(T,) = yh, (T,) + . . . + y,,(Tk) obtained from the spectrum of 
C(T,) has zero Jacobian at r, = 0 and nonsingular Hessian. Because the Hes- 
sian is nonsingular, for suitable small Tl we may change a(T,) so that it no 
longer equals a(0). This means that a perturbation of C = A + B into 
C(T,) = A(T,) + B(T,) h as b een found moving the eigenvalue vector y(Ti) for 
C( T,) off the splitting hyperplane Pl . For a small enough perturbation T, the 
point y(T,) cannot be on any new splitting hyperplane. However, y(Tt), if it still 
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is a boundary point, may still be on one of the other splitting hyperplanes Pz, 
P3, etc., that y = y(O) was. If so, there is (after diagonalizing C(T,)) a splitting 
of C( T,) = A( T,) + B( Ti), which may then be perturbed by a new perturbing 
matrix T2 to have C(Tt, T2) = A(T,, T2) +B(T,, T2), and so we may move y(Tt) 
to y(TI, T2) which is off the splitting hyperplane P2, and still off the previous 
one P, (take T2 so small as not to move back to PI .) If y( T, , T2) is still a boun- 
dary point and still on one of the other splitting hyperplanes P3 that y = ~(0, 0) 
was on, then again C( T, , Tz) = A( T, , T2) + B( T, , Tz) may be split in accord with 
Lemma 2.1.1, and which may be perturbed by Lemma 2.1.2. etc. Continuing, 
after a finite number of steps we obtain a point y( T, , T2, . . .) arbitrarily near y 
and not on any splitting hyperplane. But, by Lemma 2.1.1, a point with distinct 
coordinates not on any splitting hyperplane must be an interior point. There- 
fore the boundary point y with distinct coordinates is a limit of interior points 
of E. 
To complete the proof that E is the closure of its interior, we must show that 
arbitrarily near a point of E with nondistinct coordinates is a point of E with 
distinct coordinates. The entries of H(M) = j+ FEeeM (for diagonal k, B, 
and A4 as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1) are entire functions of the entries tw 
and sw in M. This means they have everywhere convergent Taylor series 
around any point. Consequently the discriminant [52] of the characteristic 
polynomial of H(M), as a polynomial in the entries of H(M), is an entire func- 
tion of the tw and sw. This entire function does not vanish identically, since for 
A4 = 0 we have H(M) = diag(ai + /?,, . . , a, + /3,,), a matrix with distinct ei- 
genvalues and hence nonvanishing discriminant. Since the zero set of an entire 
function not identically zero has dimension lower than that of the space on 
which it is defined, this means that near any point in E with nondistinct coor- 
dinates is a point of E with distinct coordinates, 0 
The following lemma is Lemma 3 in [20]. We will not use it but include a 
proof for completeness. Assume that C = A + B with A, B, C having distinct 
eigenvalues, C diagonal, and that the vector of eigenvalues of C is a boundary 
point of E. Then A, B, C have a common direct sum splitting, and as in Lemma 
2.1.2 we take it in the form Ci @ C, = At $ A2 + Bt @ B2, where At, Bt, C, are 
k x k. However, now Ci and Cl are diagonal. Let the eigenvalues of A,, B, , C, 
be OIL,, fig,, yh,, i = 1, . . . , k, as before. 
Lemma 2.1.4. Suppose, for a boundary point with distinct coordinates, that the 
direct sum splitting ofA, B, C = A + B is unique, and that the corresponding index 
X(A, B) of the Hessian of a is nonzero. Then there exists E > 0 such that for each 
real diagonal matrix D with tr(D) = 0, tr(DD*) < E, and CFZ, dt,,t,, 2 0, the 
matrix C + D is in d = &(A, B). 
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Proof. Let 9 be the intersection with the trace hyperplane of the hyperplane 
gxhz = 2% + -&&, 
i=l i=l 
on which y lies. By Lemma 2.1.2 and the hypothesis that the splitting is unique, 
9 is unique. By part (i) of the proof of our Lemma 2.1.3, there is a neighbor- 
hood U of y in the trace hyperplane such that U n E consists of all points 6 of 
U which lie on one side of P. Therefore either cf=, 6h, > cFz, af; + cf=, figz or 
c!=, ah, < cb, M,~ + cb, pg, holds for every point 6 in U n E. Because 
%(A,@ # 0, the g function associated with one of the blocks of the splitting 
does not have a local maximum at C, which we may take to be the upper block, 
whence we cannot have the second possibility, and therefore we have the first 
for every point 6 in U n E. 
For positive E, let 
so that V, + y is an open set in the trace hyperplane. Choose E small enough so 
that V, + y is in U. Let D be any real diagonal matrix such that tr(D) = 0, 
tr(DD*) < E, and CF=, dh,h, 3 0. Let 6 = [d,, . . . ,d,,lf and note that 6 E V,. Both 
C and D are diagonal, so that J(C + D) is in y + V,, hence in U. Also 
c;&‘+6)h8 =Cf,(~,~+/jg,)+C~=,dh,h, a c:&/; +&,,)> so A(C+D) is 
in U fl E since U n E comprises all points of U lying on one side of 9’. This im- 
plies that 1(C + D) is the spectrum vector of a matrix in 6, which we may di- 
agonalize, so that the resulting matrix is C + D, whence C + D is in 8. 0 
2.2. Conjecture: Nonmultiple boundary points lie on consistent hyperplanes 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that the entries of a = I(A) are 
distinct, as are the entries of B = A(B). Recall from Section 1.1 the definitions 
of consistent triple and the consistent polyhedron %?(a, p). The main goal of 
this section is to prove that a boundary point of the set E(A,B) which has dis- 
tinct coordinates lies on a hyperplane specified by a consistent triple, that is, it 
lies on one of the hyperplanes that determine the convex polyhedron %?(x, p). 
First we need to define dual consistent triple. We will say that a triple 
fx= fi,,.. .,jr,l4!= El,.. . , &I, h = [i,, . , h,] of strictly increasing m tuples 
with entries in [l, n] is a dual consistent triple of length m if, when 
m=l,f,+g,=h,+n.Whenm>l,f,+...+f,+g,+...+g,=hl+...+ 
h,+n+(n-l)+...+(n-(m-l)), 
f,, +...+f,+g,, +...+gq, A,, +...+k, 
+n+(n-l)+...+(n-(k-1)) 
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for all dual consistent triples @, 4, ?) of length k with entries in [l, m], for 
k= l,... , m - 1. Following Horn we use p, to denote the set of dual consistent 
triples of length m with entries in [ 1, n]. 
Given a triple (J, g, h) of increasing m-tuples with entries in [ 1, n], the reverse 
triple is defined to be cf,g, i) where j = n + 1 -fm+r_i, & = n + 1 - gm+r_,, 
hi = n + 1 - h,+i_j for all i = 1,. . . ,m. And the complement triple is defined 
to be (‘J’, g’, h’) where f’, g’, h’ are the complements of f, g, h in [l, n] res- 
pectively. 
A connection between consistent triples and dual consistent triples is this: If 
(x,y,z) E T;, then the reverse triple (.%, j, Z) E Fi, The passage in the opposite 
direction is also correct. The proof in both directions is straightforward, argu- 
ing by induction on the sequence length m. Unfortunately, this fact is insuffi- 
ciently useful, and Conjecture 2.2.3 below will offer the needed connection. 
Pushing Conjecture 2.2.1. If integer sequences 1 <XI < . . . < x, 6 n, 
16y1 < ... < y,,, < n, and 1 < zi < . . . < z, < n satisfy 
x1+~~~+x,+y1+~~~+y,~z1+~~~+z,+1+2+~~~+m, 
.xf, + . . +x/k +yn, +.. .+ygk<zh, +...+zhk + 1 +2+,..+k 
foru,g,h)ET;,fork=l,..., m - 1, then it is possible to “push” (x, y, z) to a 
consistent triple (x’,y’,z’), that is, to find 1 <x: < . < XL < n, 1 <yi 
< . . . <y:,<n, l<d < ... < z’,‘, < n, with xl 2 xi, $ > y,, 4 <z,, for all i, and 
xi +...+xk+yi +...+yk =zi +...+zk+ 1+2+...+m, 
x;; + . . + xik + y;, + . . + yLk <z;, + . + zik + 1 + 2 + + k, 
forCf,g,h)ET;,fork=l,..., m-l. 
Direct arguments suffice to prove Conjecture 2.2.1 for m = 1,2,3. The idea 
is to reduce zr as much as possible until it is involved in an equality, then reduce 
z2 as much as possible until it, too, occurs in an equality or satisfies z2 = z1 + 1, 
etc. After all reductions have been made, it suffices to prove that the reduced 
Zl,ZZ,. . . satisfy x1 +...+x,+yl +...+y, >ZI +...+z,+m(m+ 1)/2. 
The dual version of Conjecture 2.2.1 is the following conjecture. 
Dual Pushing Conjecture 2.2.2. If integer sequences 1 6 Xl < . . . < X, 6 IZ, 
l<j, < ... <j,<nand1<21 <...<Z,,,<nsatisfy 
xl+...+~~++y,+...+~,3~l+...+z,+n+...+(n-(m-1)), 
x,;+...+x~~+vg,+...+Ygk~Z~,+...+Zhk+~+...+(n-(k-1)) 
for v,g,h) E r:, for k= l,...,m- 1, then it is possible to find 
l<I?xI, < ... <$<n, 1<3 <... < j; < n, 1 < .?, < . . < 5, < n, with X: <X,, 
j; < j,, 4 B Zi, for all i, and 
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2; + . . . +g+y; +-+j; =z; +-.+2~+n+...+(n-(m- l)), 
x;;+...+x;~+~~~+...+~~~ >z,,+...+Z;i+n+...+(n-(k-l)) 
for Cfl,g,h) E Tp, fork= l,...,m- 1. 
It suffices to prove one of the Pushing Conjectures since the other version 
follows immediately from the following. 
Complementing Conjecture 2.2.3. If (f, g, h) E T;, then the complement triple 
cf’,s’, h’) E pi__,. 
One case of the Complementing Conjecture is proved in Section 3.4. The 
Pushing and Complementing Conjectures are important steps in our outline 
for proving Conjecture 2.2.4, the main result of this section. 
In the rest of this section let y denote a boundary point of E with distinct 
coordinates. We know by Lemma 2.1.1 that there is a splitting of the associated 
matrix equation C = A + B into the direct sum of an Y x r and an 
(n - r) x (PI - r) block. If CJ denotes the trace function associated with the 
top r x r block in UAW + VBV*, then by Lemmas 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 it has a van- 
ishing Jacobian and a definite Hessian at the boundary point in question. If it is 
positive definite then the Hessian of the 0 function associated with the bottom 
block must be negative definite, since the sum of the two 0 functions is con- 
stant. By interchanging top and bottom blocks, we can suppose the Hessian 
of the trace associated with the top block is negative definite. So the index of 
the Hessian satisfies .Z’(A,B) = 0, and this means that the indices ii,. ! i,, 
jl,. . . , j,., kl, . . , k, on the eigenvalues present in the top blocks satisfy 
il + ... +i,.+jl+~~~+j,.=kl+~~~+k,+r+(r-l)+~~~+l. 
Also, by the trace function on the top blocks, the boundary point y satisfies the 
equality 
This means that it lies on the hyperplane with equation 
Xk, + .. ’ + xk,. = a,, + . . + cl;, + ,$, + ’ ’ ’ + fi,, 
In the rest of this section we outline an argument to prove that the top block 
indices i = (il, . . . , i,), j = (j,, . . , jr), k = (k,, . . . , k,.), (with entries in [l, n]) 
form a consistent triple, for which the definition is one equality and a recursive 
set of inequalities. We have already proved the equality. The recursive part re- 
mains as the difficult part in this assertion. The skill shown by Horn [13] in his 
proof for low dimensions must be admired. Our outline is by induction, and 
follows his approach; we prove some steps and precisely identify the unproved 
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parts. Several subsidiary lemmas and conjectures and used, as well as the con- 
jectures above. 
Conjecture 2.2.4. Suppose 0 6 m < r and 2,5, Z are integer sequences satisfying 
1 <.;E, ... <i,<r, l<vi <...<j,<r, l<Zi <...<Z,<r, 
xl+...+x,+y,+...+y,~zl+...+Z,+r+(r-l)+... 
+(r-(m-l)), (13) 
and, whenever 1 < k < m and v, g, h) E TF, 
Xf; +...+Xi +v2, +...+jfk >Zi, +...+2$ +r+(r- 1) 
+...+(r-(k-1)). (14) 
Then 
(4, -X1) + . . + (ii, - Xm) + tjj, - j,) + . + (jjm - jg 
3 (ki, - 5,) + . . + (kzm - Zm). 
It follows that (i,j, k) E r:. That is, the boundary point y lies on a consistent 
hyperplane. 
Outline for proof. By induction on m, with a vacuously true assertion when 
m = 0. We deny the intended conclusion, and so assume that Eqs. (13) and (14) 
hold but 
(ii, - X,) +. . . + (ii, - Xm) + cjy, - y,) + ‘. + (jy, - jm) 
<(ki, - 21)+...+(ki,- .2,)-l. 
For p < m, by induction we have 
(15) 
(iy, -2,) +. . . + (i&, 4-J + ljy, - fi) + ‘.’ + (jy, - rp, 
>(ki, -&)+...+(kiP-iy), (16) 
&, +..~+f&+~~, +...+r~~ >&, +...+.fpi+r+...+(r-(k- 1)) 
for dual consistent triples (F, G,H) in ?“, for 1 < k < p. 
Let a,=&-x,+1, b,=jp,-y,+l, c~=~,,-z~, t= I,..., m. Then 
1 <al < ... <a,, 1 < b, < . . ’ < b,, 0 < CI < . < c, 6 n - r. (Indeed, 
kl-l~...~k,-r~n-r,thusk,-s~n-rfors=2,.)Thenourassump- 
tion Eq. (15) can be rewritten as 
al + ... +a,+bl +...+b,<cl +...+c,+2m- 1. (17) 
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We want, as an intermediate step, to prove that Eq. (17) implies 
a/, + . . + alr + b,c, + . + h,,ri < CA, + . + c/,, + 2k - 1 (18) 
for consistent triples v, g: h) E T, for k =_I ) . m - 1. Fix df, g, h) in T;, and 
let / = (6,. . . .fn,+k), s = (2,). . . rg,_k), h = (,&I,. ,hmpk) be the sequences 
that are complementary in [l) m] to ,f = cfi ,_ . ,&), g = (g,, . . ,gk), 
h=(h,,.. , hk), respectively. By Conjecture 2.2.3, u> g, h) E rzPk. If we prove 
that 
af; + + af: “, i + bg, + . + bgn i 3 ch, + + ~l;,_~ + 2(m - k) (19) 
for 1 6 m - k < m, then substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (17) yields Eq. (18) as 
desired. 
Now Eq. (19) is the same as 
To prove Eq. (20) we first show that 
x,; f-.+X,;“-& +j& +-+2<,-, 32~, +...+Zi,,r& +r 
+ . . + (r - (m - k - 1)) 
and that 
(21) 
“[, + . + x tr, + jf, + + j,& 3 F/; 
I 1 i 
Hi + . . + Z& / 
+ Y + + (r - (t - 1)) (22) 
for dual consistent triples (F. G, Z?) in pdk, 1 6 t < m - k. Then Eq. (20) will 
follow from our induction hypothesis with p = m - k, 2, = X6, ?, = jg,, and 
z, = Z&. 
By Conjecture 2.2.3, f. g! h) E ?cPk follows from cf,g, h) E T;, and hence 
Eq. (21) is a consequence of Eq. (14). Our objective therefore is to prove 
Eq. (22) given that Eq. (14) is satisfied. To do this, we want to show that some 
sliding of the indices will deduce Eq. (22) from Eq. (14). 
By -sliding we mean this: we want to find a dual consistent triple 
$=(@, ,... >$,)> 6=(t),, . . . . 6,). y=(G,, . . . . ~,),(~~6~~)~~~~,with 
6, <.& > . . , 6, <& 7 6, < &, , ,J, 6 &. ij, 3 hji,. . . . , ij, 3 ii,?, . (23) 
Lemma 2.2.5. A duul consistent piece of’ a dual consistent sequence termwise 
dominates some duul consistent sequence, as shown in Eq. (23). 
Proof. This follows from Conjecture 2.2.2 using induction on the superscript m 
in TM. First, 
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&-t-.-t&+&, +-+&, >h,, +-+h, 
+ m + f.. + (m - (t - 1)) (24) 
because cf,g,i) E FL__kr so satisfies all inequalities with reverse consistent se- 
quence subscripts, and (F, G,fi) E p;““. Let (x, ,i& \;) E T. Then we want to 
see that 
.& +.+r, +gi;,, +...+g&$ ah,,, +...+h,i,,\ 
‘I 
+rn+... ;1 (m - (s - 1)). (25) 
If we can sh_ow this, by Conjecture 2.2.2_ applied to Eqs. (23) and (24) we may 
reduce the & and 26,) and increase the hs, to get dual consistent sequences, as 
Lemma 2.2.5 claims. Note that 
(Pi ,,...) Fi\),(Gfi ,)...) Gfi,),(& ,,...( Hi<) (26) 
dominates a dual consistent sequence in ePk, since this is a dual consistent 
piece of a dual consistent sequence, and m - k < m, so by induction Lemma 
2.2.5 holds for it. Thus we can write down a valid inequality like Eq. (25) with 
dual consistent sequence subscripts on the f, 2, h which dominate the sub- 
scripts Eq. (26) actually present in Eq. (25). Weakening this inequality by slid- 
ing its subscripts, we obtain Eq. (25) as desired. Thus Lemma 2.2.5 is proved, 
modulo Conjecture 2.2.2. 0 
Continuing with the proof of Lemma 2.2.4, Eq. (22) now follows in this 
way: Applying Eq. (14), we get 
x4, +...+x,,+y,j, +... +yo, 326, +...+ze, +r+...+(r-(t- 1)) 
and now applying inequalities (23) and the monotone properties of the Xi, jj,, Z, 
yields (22). 
The inequality (18) desired as an intermediate step in the proof of Lemma 
2.2.4 is now proved. 
At this point in the proof of Lemma 2.2.4, we know that the indices 
al ,... ,a,,,, bl!..., b,, cl, , c, satisfy the inequalities (17) and (18). These 
are like the inequalities for consistent sequences, but the values 2m - 1 and 
2k - 1 in them are not the correct ones for consistency. Moreover, the a;, b,, 
ck are only weakly increasing. 
The next step is to increase the a, and bi, then reduce the ck as needed to get 
strictly increasing sequences, preserving inequalities (17) and (18), but now get- 
ting the correct constant terms in these inequalities. 
Conjecture 2.2.6. Let 1 <aI < a2 < <a,,,, 1 <b, 6 b2 < . . . < b,, and 
1 <Cl <c2< ... <c, be defined as above. Define iii = al,61 = b,. 
4 = max(a,,ri,-1 + 1) and 6, = max(b,, it_1 + 1) for t = 2,. . . . m. Then 
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(27) 
ii,; + . . . 
k(k + 1) 
+ 6.h + &, + + i& < c,,, + + chk + ~ 
2 
for consistent triples cf,g, h) E 7”, for k = 1,. . , m - 1. 
Renaming the ri, as a, and the 6, as bt, we have increased the original a, and the 
original b, as minimally necessary to obtain strictly monotone sequences satis- 
fying the weak consistent sequence inequalities. 
Conjecture 2.2.7. Let 1 < al < a2 < . < a,, 1 < b, < b2 < ... < b,, 
1 <cl < c2 <c, as in Conjecture 2.2.6. Define &, = c, and 
?,=min(c,,t,+t-l)fort=m-l,...,l.Then 
al + ... + a, + bl + . + b, < 2, + . . . + 2, + 
m(m + 1) 
2 ’ 
k(k + 1) 
a/, + . + afk + b,, + . . + b,, < i$,, + . + thl + ~ 
2 
for all consistent sequences cf,g, h) in Z”, for k = 1,. . . , m - 1. 
The ?, are the cc, t = m, m - 1, . , 1 made strictly decreasing by a minimal 
reduction in their values. Renaming the ?, as ct, the a,, bt, and the ct are now 
strictly increasing, with Eqs. (29) and (30) holding. 
By the Pushing Conjecture 2.2.1, we can reduce the ct and perhaps increase 
the a, and b, to get strictly increasing sequences that we call U, v, and w satis- 
fying the consistent sequence inequalities, including the top equality. Renaming 
the increased a,, b, and the decreased cI at this point as uf, vl, and wI, respective- 
ly, t = 1, . . , m, the tuples U, v, w form a triple (u, v, w) in T,“-’ (because 
W - c, < n - r), with m- 
i.~,,-~XP+l~up!j~~-~~+l~v~,k~~-Zp~~p, 
p = 1, . . , m. Hopefully (X, y, 5) E FL, but in fact the top condition may only be 
an inequality, not an equality. However, by the Pushing Conjecture 2.2.2 
we can find ,?i < Xp, j$ <j,, Zp 3 Z,, p = 1, . . . , m, with (Z’,j’,5’) in pi. Then 
we have 
if; - $, + 1 6 up, j$ - j$ + 1 6 up, k$ - 5; > wp, (31) 
p= l,..., m. But this contradicts the following result, which is the same as 
Theorem 10 in [13]. 
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Lemma 2.2.8. For the boundary point y with distinct coordinates having the i, j, k 
indices as subscripts on the eigenvalues in the top component of the splitting, it is 
impossible to have (.f,j,5) E Ti and (u, v, w) E Ti-’ satisfying (31). 
The top blocks Ai, Bi, Ci = Ai + Bi have eigenvalues a;,, b,,, yk,, t = 1, . . . ! r, 
and the complementary bottom blocks Al, Bz, CZ = A2 + BZ have the comple- 
mentary indices i’, < .. < iL_,, j’, < . . < jL_,., k’, < . . < kL_,. specifying the 
eigenvalues. 
First we show that triples (X,j,Z) belonging to f, and (u, v, w) belonging to 
T;-’ cannot exist with ifP < $, jpP < ji,P, ki, > k&, p = 1,. . . : m. By induction 
on the matrix size, (X,v,Z) give valid spectral inequalities in the dual sense 
3 on the spectrum of A,, B,, C,, and (u, v, w) give valid spectral inequalities 
in the direct sense < for AZ, B2, C,. Then 
m m m m m M 
CR&P + CP,, G CY!izp < CY!i& G CEik,, + CPji,:, 
p=l p=l p=l p=l p=l p=l 
This is impossible since ui,, > clit and fiji > pi:,. 
Now it only remains to she; that iPp< ii is implied by iLI <p + q - 1. If 
iP <p + q - 1, then at least p terms of the sequence i are <p + q - 1. Therefore 
at most q - 1 positive integers <p + q - 1 are not in i, whence 
ii > p + q - 1 2 ip. Similarly for the j and k indices. 
What produced this contradiction? It is assumption (15). So this is wrong, 
and therefore 
(ii, - 2.1) + . . f + (ii, - &) + (j.6, - p,) + . . . + cii, - j,) 
2(kj, -21)+...+(ki,-Zm), 
whenever X, 3, 5 satisfy Eqs. (13) and (14). This is what we wanted to show, 
completing the proof of Lemma 2.2.4. 
Since ~l+~~~+~,+~,+~~~+~,=Z,+...+2,+r+~~.+(r-(m-1)). 
Apply the conclusion of Lemma 2.2.4, the top indices il,. , i,, j,, . . . , j,.. 
k,. . . , k, satisfy 
i.~,+...+i,,+j.,,+...+j~~ 3ki,+...+kj,+r+...+(r--(m-1)). 
(32) 
whenever (i, v, 5) E r;. 
We now argue that the indices il, . . , i,, j,, . . . , j,, kl, . ? k,. in the top block 
are consistent sequences as follows: We already have 
i~+~~~+i,+j~+~~~+j,=kl+~~~+k,+l+~~~+r. (33) 
Let the sequences (xi,. . . ,xrpm), (,v,, . . . ,J+_,), (z,, . . . ,z,_,) be consistent, in 
T;_,. By the Complementing Conjecture 2.2.3, the complementary sequences 
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(X,, . . . ,%?I)> ($3. . . ,v,)> (5,. . . ,Z,) are then dual consistent, in $. Thus 
Eq. (32) holds. In view of Eq. (33), this means that 
G, + . + L,,, + jy, + . . + j,,_,, < kz, + + kz,_, + 1 + . . + (r - m), 
and this in turn means the sequences (i,j, k) from the top block of the equation 
C = A + B form a consistent triple. 
2.3. Conjecture: Consistent inequalities are valid 
In this section we will discuss how to prove the following. 
Conjecture 2.3.1. Let A and B be two n x n Hermitian matrices with distinct 
eigenvalues. Then E(Lx, p) c %(cx, /I). That is, if v, g, h) E T; then 
where M, /I and y are the spectra of A, B and A + B, respectively. 
This inequality is the same as the statement that the set E(a, B) lies on the 
indicated side of the hyperplane. By Horn’s argument this is true for n 6 4. 
Suppose it is true through n - 1. First consider a boundary point of E with dis- 
tinct coordinates. This corresponds to a splitting of the matrices (see Sec- 
tion 2.1). We must show that this boundary point lies on the required side. 
Write down all the consistent inequalities for the top block and all the consis- 
tent inequalities for the bottom block. By inductive hypothesis, all consistent 
inequalities are valid for the top and bottom blocks. Then, and this is the 
key point, there is always one inequality from the top, and one from the bottom, 
such that the pair, when added, imply the desired inequality for boundary 
point. This property is known to be true for the standard inequality [40], but is 
not yet proved for general spectral inequalities with consistent triples. (A weaker 
version would suffice, namely, that several consistent inequalities from the top 
and bottom blocks add to imply the desired consistent inequality for the direct 
sum. It is possible that the method used in [48] could be adapted to prove this.) 
Thus the desired inequality holds for boundary points with distinct coordinates. 
If the preceding is proved then we can show that the desired inequality also 
holds for any interior point of E with distinct coordinates. Let y be an interior 
point with distinct coordinates. Join it with a line segment in the hyperplane 
tr(X) = tr(A) + tr(B) to the point w with all coordinates equal. All points on 
this line segment except w have distinct coordinates. Extend the line segment 
from y in the direction of w and in the opposite direction until the boundary 
of E is reached, in both directions. The boundary points are either w or have 
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distinct coordinates. In either case, they satisfy all consistent inequalities. Since 
the set satisfying all consistent inequalities is convex, this means that y satisfies 
all consistent sequence inequalities. Therefore any boundary or interior point y 
with distinct coordinates satisfies all consistent sequence inequalities. Since any 
point of E with nondistinct coordinates is the limit of points of E with distinct 
coordinates, and the latter satisfy all consistent inequalities, therefore all points 
of E satisfy all consistent inequalities. 
An alternative plan for a proof of Conjecture 2.3.1, which was first ex- 
plained in [16] and later in [lo], uses the Hersch-Zwahlen extremal principal 
[I 1,571 and the Schubert calculus [12]. As explained at the beginning of Sec- 
tion 2, Horn’s conjecture now follows. 
3. Related problems and results 
In this section we discuss various problems and results related to the spectral 
problem of Hermitian matrix sum. Some comments on the proof outline will 
also given. 
3. I. Tableau formulation of consistent indices 
In order to understand consistent indices better, more structure for them has 
to be located. The place to look has been known for a long time, for example 
by combining [2,3], and we now explain it briefly. 
Leti=(i, ,..., im),j=uI ,..., _Q,andk=(ki,. . . , k,,,) be strictly increasing 
sequences with integral entries from the interval [ 1, n]. Then we conjecture that 
(i,j, k) is consistent if and only if there is a skew Young tableau [22] construct- 
ed as follows. 
Form a sequence of rows of boxes with row lengths (top row first) 
1, - m,...,il- 1. Adjoin r,,,,, . . . , r,l boxes to the ends of rows 
m, m - 1, . , 1, and fill these boxes with a letter xm, such that after the adjunc- 
tions the row lengths are still weakly decreasing (top row the longest); then ad- 
join rm-l.m-l >. . . ,y,-I,I boxes at the ends of rows m- l,m-2,...,1, and fill 
these boxes with a letter x,_~ such that the row lengths are still weakly decreas- 
ing (top row still the longest);. . .; and finally adjoin the bottom row, row 1, 
with ylI boxes, and fill the boxes with a letter xl such that the tableau still 
has weakly decreasing row lengths (top row longest). The following conditions 
are to hold: 
1. The letters when read down a column are to be strictly decreasing under the 
order X, > . . . > xl. (This is the same as (it - t) + r,, + r,,_l,, + . . + rpr 6 
(it+1 - (t + 1)) + r,,,+~ + . . . + rp+l,t+l for all p and t.) 
2. The row lengths after all the adjunctions are to be k, - m, . , k, - 1. 
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3. The individual sums down the full slants are to give the j,, specifically, 
Y,~ + r,,,_t + . + r,I = j, - t, for all t = m, . . , 1, and 
4. The partial sums down the slants are to satisfy a majorization condition: 
rrt + r,,,Gl + . . . + rts 2 r,-1,,-1 + . . . + Y,_~,~-~ for all t and s. 
This last condition is sometimes known as the lattice word condition. 
These tableaux occur in the representation theory of the general linear group 
and the symmetric group, in the study of symmetric polynomials, in the Schu- 
bert calculus, and elsewhere. Various combinatorial algorithms are known con- 
cerning them, many under the name the Littlewood-Richardson rule. The best 
plan for proving the various conjectures in Section 2.2 seems to prove that con- 
sistent triples (i, j, k) are precisely those sequences arising from a skew tableau. 
Then the combinatorics of the tableaux offer a mechanism for completing the 
proofs needed to settle the conjectures listed earlier. See [46] for some useful 
insights, and [lo]. 
An alternative strategy is to go directly to symmetric polynomials [22]. A 
symmetric polynomial on matrix entries (or eigenvalues) was heavily used 
above, namely, the trace. If an extension of the trace arguments can be found 
involving more general symmetric polynomials, perhaps the Schur symmetric 
polynomials, then it may be possible to give a direct and more revealing proof 
that spectral inequalities are described by consistent triples. Toward this goal, 
we remark that in [ 161 a strategy using symmetric polynomials to prove spectral 
inequalities was found. 
It is known that the problem of describing the Smith invariants of a product 
of integral matrices has a close formal analogy to that of describing the spec- 
trum of a sum of Hermitian matrices, the analogy including the presence of 
tableaux. A remark at the end of Lidskii’s announcement [20] seems relevant 
to this fact. The link between these two problems awaits a better description. 
3.2. Standard indices are consistent 
Recall the standard inequality defined in Section 1.1. Changing notation 
slightly, it is 
with h,=f,+g,-t, for t=l,2,...,m, where l<ft -c...<f,<n and 
1 <gt < ... < g, 6 n. Do these indices conform to the consistent triple rules? 
We show that they do, and in fact form a minimal consistent triple in a certain 
sense. 
Theorem 3.2.1. The indices h, = ft + g, - t in the standard inequality form a 
consistent triple cf, g, h) E Ti for any n > fm + g, - m. Further, for any such n 
and any v, g, H) in Ti, the sequence H majorizes h. 
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Proof. First, Cy!, (ft + g, - h,) = m(m + 1)/2 is clear. Let (u, V, W) E qm. 
Then 
e-f& + gK - h&) = krlr, -fw,) + (gl: - gw,) + I%;). 
f=l I=1 
Since (t, 1, t) E T;, it follows that U, + V, - F < 1, hence U, ,< K. From 
I% > U, it follows that fee; 2 fu, + (& - U,), hence fr/ - fK < U, - M$ Also 
gv, - gw, < K - I+$. The last displayed sum is therefore 
The last equality follows because (U, V, W) is in cm. This completes the proof 
that the standard indices are consistent. 
To show the majorization assertion, let Cf,g,H) E T;. For any s = 1,. . . , m, 
we have 
s 
nf s(s + 1) ,+g,-fi)<- s(s + 1) 
f=l 
2 
and e(J+gt-h,) =2. 
t=1 
From this we get EYE1 h, < Et=1 H,, for any s = 1,. . . , m, with equality when 
s = m. This proves the majorization statement. 0 
The unlikely conjecture that h, < Ht is indeed false. 
3.3. Sliding indices 
The concept of sliding of indices originated with Zwahlen [57]. The idea is 
this: having written down a valid inequality for the eigenvalues of a Hermitian 
matrix sum, another valid inequality may be obtained by modestly increasing 
some of the indices and modestly decreasing some other indices. Examples are 
in [56,46]. We assert (without proof) that the sliding of indices permitted in the 
standard inequality are exactly those that adjust its tableau while preserving 
the tableau rules. 
3.4. Duality proof 
The following statement, which is the first case of the Complementing Con- 
jecture 2.2.3, appears in [13] without proof. We supply one. 
Theorem 3.4.1. If (i, j, k) E fy then the complement triple (i’, j’, k’) E T:_, . 
Proof. CF=f($+jb-kL)=fn(n+l)-(i+j-k)=i(n-1)n since i+j 
-k = n. If n = 2 we are done so suppose n 2 3. Let (u, u, w) E T;-‘. We need 
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to prove that cS;=,(i& + jI,P - k:J 6 $,(Y + 1). Define a, b, c to be the 
cardinalities of the sets {plu, 3 i}, (pIuP 3 j}, and (plw, > k}, respectively, so 
that r - a + 1, Y - b + 1, and r - c + 1 are the least indices for which 
u,_,+i 3 i, v,_,,+l 3 j, and w,_,+i 3 k, respectively (when a, b, c > 0). Clearly 
p=I p=l 
r(r + 1) 
= ~ + (a + b - c), 
2 
so it suffices to prove that a + b - c < 0. Suppose to the contrary that 
a+b-c>O. 
Note that a < c. If c = Y this is clear. Let c < Y. Since U, < wt for any t, 
u,-, < w,_,. Because i + j - k = n, k 6 i. Therefore u,_, < w,_, < k < i, whence 
r - c < Y - a, and thus a < c. Similarly b ,< c. 
Because a + b - c > 0 and a < c, b 6 c, all of a, b, c are positive. If a, b, or c 
is r then a + b > c leads to a contradiction as follows. Since 
(b,r-b+ 1,~) E T;;‘, ~~+~,-~+1-~,~1;alsob3r-u+1(becauseu,b,or 
c is r), so that &, 3 u,_,+i 3 i, whence 1 3 ub + u,-b+i - w, 3 i + j- 
(n - 1) = k + 1, a contradiction. 
Now let a, b, c each be < r and define q = r - c, so that 1 <q < r. Define 
F={l,b+q}, G={l ,r - b + l}, H = {q,r}. Then (F, G, H) E T; since the 
entries of F, G, H are strictly increasing, C,(F, + G, -H,) = 3, 
FI+GI-HI<~ because 431, Fi+Gz-H2<1 because b31, and 
F2 + G1 -Hz < 1 because b < c. Notice that ub+q 3 i since b + q = 
b + r - c 3 r - a + 1. It follows now that Ct(uF, + uG, - wHl 6 3 because 
(u, v, W) E T-1 and (F, G, H) E 2”;. However, ct(ufi + UG, - wH,) = 
(W + VI - W/) + ( Ubfy +tir-hi-1 -W) 3 (1 +  1 - (k - 1)) +(i +j - (n - 1)) = 4, 
a contradiction. Thus a + b - c > 0 is impossible. 0 
3.5. Description of consistent polyhedron 
A brief description of the conjectured polyhedron E is in order. For any 
1 < k < n and any set of indices 0 < h, < . . ’ < hk < n, there exist valid spectral 
inequalities having these indices as y subscripts. Indeed, two of them are the 
Lidskii inequalities [2 I] 
Any face with the same h indices but some other indices f and g on the z and 
p terms, 
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defines a face for the polyhedron which is parallel (possibly coincident) with the 
face defined by either of the Lidskii inequalities. Consequently a set of distinct hi 
indices determines a face of E but the f and g indices specifying the tightest con- 
straint will generally be different for different CI and /I. Thus the number of faces 
of E, in general, incorporating faces specified by equality of two coordinates, is 
n-l n 
c( 1 k=l 
k fn-1=2”+n-2. 
The number of spectral inequalities defined by consistent sequences vastly 
exceeds this number. We wrote a rather simple minded Basic program that re- 
cursively finds all consistent sequences with entries in [ 1, n], and ran it for n at 
most 7. The following data emerged (see Table 1). The last item for each n is 
the trace equality, k is the number of eigenvalues in the inequality from each 
matrix, and N is the total number of inequalities for the given n and k. 
Whether any of the inequalities with consistent sequence indices can be de- 
leted for every choice of the Hermitian matrices C = A + B is unknown, but 
seems unlikely. However, it is known [16,10] that the Schubert calculus pro- 
vides a vehicle for proving spectral inequalities, and in [12], pp. 352-359, are 
hints (using Pieri’s formula) that the Lidskii inequality is more basic than other 
spectral inequalities with consistent indices. Perhaps it and the Weyl [53] in- 
equality Y~+~_, < xi + pi play the more central roles. More generally, it may 
be true that the standard inequality can be used to generate the rest in an al- 
gorithmic manner. 
What can be said about the vertices of the polyhedron specified by the in- 
equalities with consistent sequence indices? The method outlined in this paper 
reveals no information about the vertices. However, the paper by Dooley et al. 
[4], through its use of noncommutative harmonic analysis, produces significant 
information about them. We omit details, 
3.6. Sum of orbits 
We append two elementary remarks concerning B = {C = UAU*+ 
PBPIU, V unitary}, where A and B are fixed Hermitian matrices. The first 
links the boundary of Q to the boundary of E = l(8), and the second is an ex- 
ample showing that 8 is neither convex nor a polyhedron even though E is 
both. 
Theorem 3.6.1. (i) IfC is a boundary point of 8, then L(C) is a boundary point of 
the convex polyhedron E. (ii) When n = 2, 6 is the set between a pair of 
concentric spheres in real three dimensional space. 
Proof. (i) Arguing by contradiction, suppose that the vector y = n(C) is an 
interior point of E. Because y is interior in E, we may choose a neighborhood N 
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of y in R” such that the intersection of N and the trace hyperplane 
xi A,i = tr(A) + tr(B) is in E. By continuity of eigenvalues, specify a neighbor- 
hood JV of C in P consisting of Hermitian matrices Cl with ;i(Ci) in N. 
Intersect Af with d to get a neighborhood JV”’ of C in Q. For any Ci in the 
relatively open set A’+‘, A(Ci) is in the neighborhood N n {the trace hyperplane} 
of y in E. Since A(Ci) is in E, A(Cl) is the spectrum of some Hermitian matrix 
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C2 of the form C2 = &AU; + &BV; for unitary U2, 6. Then Ct and CZ are 
unitarily similar since their spectra coincide, whence Cl has the form 
U,AU;’ + ViBv for certain unitary r/t, 6. This means that Ct is in b, and 
therefore & contains a neighborhood .A’“’ of C, contrary to hypothesis. 
(ii) In C = UAU* + VBV*, with U, V unitary, translate by scalar matrices so 
that tr(A) = 0, tr(B) = 0 and tr(C) = 0. Then, because n = 2, the eigenvalues of 
A, B, and C are (a, -a), (/3, -B), and (y, -y), where IX 3 0, fi 2 0, and y b 0. A 
matrix C then is in the sum of orbits if and only if y 6 a + /3. y > c( - /3 and 
y 3 - IX + fl. Let 
C= a 
[ 
h + ic 
h - ic -a 1 ’
where a, b, c are real. By trace and determinant, the spectral conditions on C 
amount to a2 + b* + c2 < (a + j3)’ and a2 + b2 + c2 3 (CY - p)‘. Thus the set 8 
comprises all matrices as just displayed for which 
(~~-~)~<a’+b~+c~<(~+/3)~. 0 
In view of (ii), the homology of the set d in the IZ x n case may be worthy of 
study. 
3.7. Partial spectrum of a Hermitian matrix sum 
Given Hermitian matrices A and B with prescribed spectra, can information 
be given about a selection of eigenvalues of C = A + B? This question for one 
eigenvalue of C was already considered by Lidskii, later by Pracht [27], and 
more recently by Johnson [15], who informed us that 
Theorem 3.7.1. The Weyl inequalities yk < cli + flj, for all i and j with 
i + j = k + 1, together with the dual Weyl inequalities yk > C(i + pi, for all i 
and j with i + j = k + n, are necessary and su$icient conditions that Hermitian 
matrices A, B exist with prescribed spectra such that the sum A + B has a 
prescribed number yk for its kth eigenvalue. 
Thompson reproved this [49], beginning with a computation in the 2 x 2 
case, then finishing with a direct sum construction of a carefully chosen 
2 x 2 block with a diagonal block. Another interesting discussion is due to 
Queiro and Sa [28]. 
On the basis of this evidence, we might conjecture the following. Given 
yh, 3 . . 3 yhl andgivencct 3 . . 3 a, and& 3 . > ,!I,, thereexist Hermitian 
matrices A, B, C = A + B for which A has LXI, . . . , ~1, and B has /3,, . . . , /I,, as 
eigenvalues, and for which C = A + B has its eigenvalues numbered h,, . . . , hk 
equa1 to Yh,,...,Yhk2 if and only if: (i) every spectral inequality in the direct 
sense < with consistent sequence subscripts for which the y indices are subsets 
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of {hr , . . , hk} is satisfied, and (ii) every spectral inequality in the dual sense 3 
with dual consistent sequence indices for which the y indices are subsets of 
{hi : . . , hk} is satisfied. That is: Given part of a vector y for hich the part satisfies 
all spectral conditions relative to vectors rx and /I, a completion of y exists satis- 
fying all spectral inequalities relative to a and 8, including the trace equality. 
However, this conjecture is false. Take n = 3, axI = /I, = 3, 5~~ = p2 = 2, 
a3 = & = 1, y, = 5, ;‘j = 4. Then y,, y3 satisfy all spectral inequalities with con- 
sistent and dual consistent indices involving only 1 and 3 for the y indices. By 
the trace condition, the only possible value for y2 is 3, which fails the necessary 
condition y2 3 y3. 
We do conjecture that an arbitrary scattering of up to half of the C eigen- 
values may be specified. 
A much different and quite geometrical result locating one (unnumbered) 
eigenvalue of a sum of normal matrices with prescribed spectra is in [55]. It uses 
an essentially three dimensional argument. 
3.8. Construction of C HIhen g is given 
The arguments outlined in Section 2 are purely existential, and give no 
method for constructing Hermitian matrices A + B = C with prescribed spec- 
tra. Only in the 2 x 2 case is an explicit construction known to us. One may 
hope that explicit constructions in higher dimensions, possibly tridiagonal or 
with restricted bandwidth, will reveal a connection with symmetric polynomials. 
Alternatively, given prescribed spectra satisfying all consistent sequence condi- 
tions, and given a desired tolerance, is there a computer implementable algo- 
rithm that constructs matrices A, B, C = A + B having spectra within the 
desired tolerance of the prescribed spectra? This question has a positive answer, 
and we now describe it. 
Let c(, p, y be fixed real vectors in weakly decreasing order, which satisfy all 
the inequalities in Horn’s conjecture. The idea is to let K denote an unknown 
real skew symmetric matrix, let C(K) = diag(a) + eKdiag(P)ePK, and let y(K) 
denote the vector of eigenvalues of C(K), in weakly decreasing order. We wish 
to find K such that y(K) = 7. If K is found, then the desired triple of matrices is 
A, B, C = C(K) = A + B where A = diag(x) and B = eKdiag(fi)emK. In order to 
find K, we attempt to choose K to minimize the function f(K) = (/y - y(K)Il, 
where ]I 11 is any convenient norm. If K exists, the minimum off is 0, and 
the K for which it is attained yields the desired matrix B. The authors pro- 
grammed this algorithm in Matlab using the fmins command for minimizing 
a function f of several variables. This command employs the Nelder-Meade 
algorithm, which puts a small simplex around a trial minimizing point, finds 
the vertices giving the lowest and highest values of the objective function f, 
constructs a new and better vertex (if possible) on the ray from the worst vertex 
to the currently best, then inserts the new vertex and removes the worst. If a 
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better vertex cannot be found, the current simplex is shrunk to half its size, and 
the procedure repeated. The authors found that their program worked well 
when tried in several low dimensional examples. 
This algorithm takes advantage of the fact that, according to Horn’s outline 
[ 131, the matrices A, B, C = A + B having the desired spectra may be taken to be 
real; see the next section. 
3.9. Real symmetric case 
Let E’ denote the set of all possible eigenvalue vectors y of a sum of real 
symmetric matrices with prescribed spectra cx and b. It appears that E’ has the 
same boundary as the set E. This was proved in [13] for dimensions at most 
four. Therefore, since E’ C E, the two sets must coincide in these dimensions. 
We speculate that this is true in all dimensions. 
3.10. Non-Hermitian case 
The study of the spectral properties of a sum C = A + B of general matrices 
was begun in a paper by de Oliveira et al. [26] and continued by Silva [32,33]. 
The techniques and results are quite different from the Hermitian case, involv- 
ing the invariant polynomials describing similarity classes as well as eigenval- 
ues. Of course, if A is scalar then the spectrum of C is fixed by that of A and 
B. The general theme is that when A and B are sufficiently far in terms of invari- 
ant polynomials from being scalar, the allowable spectrum of a sum is con- 
strained only by the trace condition. Of the many spectral inequalities 
specified by consistent sequences, only an analogue of the Weyl inequality re- 
tains significance. Only a little is known about the invariant polynomials of a 
sum when those of the summands are given [31,34,35,25,23]. The differing char- 
acter of the results in the Hermitian and general cases ultimately must belong 
to the compactness of the unitary group and the noncompactness of the general 
linear group. It would be of considerable interest to make this vague specula- 
tion precise, extending the results of [31-35,25,23] to noncompact Lie groups, 
parallel to the extension [4] of the Lidskii/Horn Hermitian eigenvalue problem 
to compact Lie groups. 
3.11. Matrix product 
The singular values of a product C = AB of general matrices show multipli- 
cative structure like the additive structure of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian 
sum C = A + B. This was already noticed in [1,21,4347]. 
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